Gap Filling Exercise

Fill in the blanks.

1. You should be ashamed ........................................

about you

of you

of yourself

2. When we were children, we ...

................................. go swimming almost every day.

Please select 2 correct answers

should

would

used to
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3. There .................................. be a pond in that corner.

would
used to
should

4. He spoke in ................................ a low voice that I could not hear him.

so
very
such

5. ................................. had I closed the door before someone knocked.

Hardly
6. The sunset was .................................. beautiful that we couldn’t help admiring it.

so

such

very

7. ....................................... he has broken his leg, he cannot walk now.

Please select 2 correct answers

As

So
8. He wants to buy another car as if we don’t already have enough cars in the garage.

9. This is the man as if/like/who/whom/which wants to talk to you.
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10. He asked me .................................. I lived.

where

which

there

11. I asked them .................................. they could help me.

if

whether

Either could be used here

12. He ............................................. since he was a boy.

is volunteering
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Answers

You should be ashamed of yourself?
When we were children, we would / used to go swimming almost every day.
There used to be a pond in that corner.
He spoke in such a low voice that I could not hear him.
Hardly / Scarcely had I closed the door before someone knocked.
The sunset was so beautiful that we couldn’t help admiring it.
As / Because he has broken his leg, he cannot walk now.
He wants to buy another car as if we don’t already have enough cars in the garage.
This is the man who wants to talk to you.
He asked me where I lived.
I asked them if / whether they could help me.
He has been volunteering since he was a boy.